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Dear Sir/Madam
Rc: Submission Measuring and Assessing P"oductivity Performance in Local Government
1 would like to congratulate IPART for undertaking a review of the measurement of productivity
in Local Government and more particularly in its application to the di scount to the rate pegging.
Council s have historica lly struggled with that measurement of productivity so it is no surpri se
that IPART is also struggling.
The use of an economy wide measure for productiv ity is considered inappropriate in the Local
Government contex t as they supply over 60 different services to the com munity. Most public
organizati ons would only supply a few services, some only one, making it simple to analyse and
compare operati ons. It is a result of the complexity of Local government service deli very wh ich
leads Council s and organi sations such as IPART, into having difficulty in identifying and
justifying any claims for and measurement of productivity and then for parti es to interpret the
claims. Co uncil s have only recently acquired fully integrated systems that can provide quality
reporting and only a limited number of Counci l can afford to purchase these systems.
Council s are often idiosyncratic in the way they deliver services, have differing service levels
and different too lsets (in turn efficiency enablers) to support the operations of their organi zati on.
Therefore it is d ifficult to compare one Counci l with another and there are many variab le relating
to unit pri ci ng. For example, no one Counci l wou ld provide the same distribution of overheads
to functional services. There are factors such as transpoli costs, lack of competition and lack of
loca ll y availabl e materi als which create different cost structures within Local Government and in
turn different service and unit costs. Accord ingly, the di scussion paper suggestion regarding a
common and co nsistent set of productivity indicators is thought impracti cable.
It is difficult within Local Government to compare organi zati ons on a yearl y basis, as each
Counci l wi ll be involved in different productivity initiatives or be at differing stages in their
productivity projects.
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It is recognized in the discussion paper that Councils that have undertaken repOlied productivity

initiatives, have often found it difficult to place a value on the projects or have experienced a
service improvement/enhancement but not a change to the financial bottom line. For some
Councils it has simply meant staff members having to work less unpaid overtime, which is
unrecognized when evaluating within the industry and against other industries. Many within the
list of reported Council productivities appear to be simply cost cutting and worth still the same
but these are not really productivity initiatives.
It is for the above reasons that a one size fits all Local Govemment productivity offset simply
does not work and why it is the subject of consistent criticism within the industry.

Alternative measurement towards a longer term solution
Our Council has addressed this challenge by investing resources in a business system analysis
function as part of our organizational structure. This function uses end to end process mapping to
firstly establish the unit and service cost of "current" services and then undertakes the
reengineering (includes training, teclmology, risk and management aspects) of these processes,
to give productivity gains and at the same time, being able to measure the benefits of the change.
It is this process that provides the business case for the change or sometimes the case against
change.
Our Council is currently around one third through analysing our business processes and has
identified $1.8m in productivity gains and has harvested a substantial paJi of this target in last
financial year resulting in the ability of Council to reduce staff numbers by 14 without affecting
extemal service delivery. There is a $600k annual target for the next 5 years which is planned to
meet the estimated gap between the real costs of running our organization and likely revenues
including the inadequate rate pegging revenue amount. These productivity gains have been
factored into Council's long term financial planning as addressing the annual cost/revenue gap.
The process mapping provides the 0ppOliunity to compare Councils against each other and
provide the oppOliunity for benchmarking and best practice sharing in Local Government and in
turn provide a platform for a more consistent approach in comparing Local govemment to other
industries and against each other for productivity. The action within the Destination 2036 for
Councils to have one core computer system should be realized. This would provide a vehicle for
better assessment of Councils as core processes would be consistent and idiosyncratic process be
isolated when making comparisons.
Productivity can be improved over time using a system of continuous improvement and another
round of organizational process analysis.
The Challenge for Local Government

It is recommended that the Local Government cost index not be discounted in the cunent
circumstances, but the focus by IP ART be placed on Councils through the integrated planning
and reporting framework. Any resulting special rate variations for Councils who are able to
credibly demonstrate the value of their efforts in productivity gains and service costing
inputs/outputs will achieve the cultural change and accountability that is desired in Local
Government and result in an ability to measure productivity. If Councils want a rate increase
they simply have to put the effOli and resources into providing credible evidence of productivity.
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Finally. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the discussion paper and
would be happy to elaborate further or share our experiences with IP ART, should this be desired.
Yours faithfully

SJtanc urns
General Manager
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